
Are You Buying Pure Maple Syrup? 
 

By Mike Nuckols, Local Foods & Horticulture Program Manager 

One of the things I enjoy most on a cold winter’s day are 
fresh hotcakes with homemade butter and pure maple 
syrup. Maple syrup is one of the North Country’s great 
local products. A couple tablespoons added to your 
morning oatmeal or in baked goods can add not only 
sweetness but deep flavor. Filled with healthy phenolic 
compounds, real maple syrup has a unique flavor that 
cannot be replicated. Maple syrup also contains quantities 
of potassium, magnesium and calcium. 

Interestingly, in the 19th Century, maple syrup production 
was promoted by northeastern abolitionists as a way to cut 
ties with sugar plantations worked by slaves. The idea was 
that locally made syrup and maple sugar could replace 
white cane sugar. Today, as we look for ways to reduce our carbon footprint by eating more foods grown 
locally, we can once again look to maple syrup for a touch of sweetness.  

When buying maple syrup, it’s important to ensure that you are paying for the real deal. That is, you don’t 
want syrup that has been adulterated with cane sugar or corn syrup sweeteners. Unscrupulous 
manufacturers may stretch pure maple syrup by adding other sweeteners – while charging full price. Be sure 
to read the food label completely. There should only be one ingredient: Pure Maple Syrup. 

The grade of maple syrup is another thing to review on the label. The USDA has enacted strict regulations 
about grading of maple syrup. USDA Grade A maple syrup must be free of defects, have good color and 
flavor, be free of cloudiness, and have not more than 68.9% solids by weight. Processing grade maple syrup, 
on the other hand, may contain off flavors and odors and have a strong taste. Processing grade maple syrup 
is often added to cheaper corn-syrups. In general, consumers should look only for Grade A syrup. 

Grade is not to confused with color. Which color of syrup that you purchase (golden, amber, dark or very 
dark) is a solely matter of preference rather than an indication of quality. Sap harvested early tends to be 
light in color while that harvested later in the season tends to be darkest. Some sugar producers will blend 
sap from late and early in the season in order to adjust the color and flavor. 

The North Country is home to dozens of small, mostly family-owned sugar shacks. Although COVID has 
restricted the ability of these businesses to host tours of their operations during the sugaring season as is 
done in most years, you can still purchase their products from their stands and online. A directory of maple 
sugar producers can be found on the website https://nysmaple.com. 

Maple sugar is made by collecting syrup throughout February and March. Traditionally, galvanized buckets 
with lids were hung from taps placed into the tree. Today, you’re more likely to see blue food-grade tubing 
strung from tree to tree throughout the woods. Most commonly, sap flows by gravity downhill into large 
tanks. Where gravity collection is not possible, producers may use vacuum pumps to facilitate collection.  
This sap is then taken to a sugar shack for processing. In the old days, producers would boil the sap down for 
hours over wood fires until the syrup reached the proper viscosity. Today, producers are more likely to first 
process the sap using reverse osmosis, a method that uses significantly less energy to remove water. This 
concentrated sap is then boiled in the same manner in large vats until it is concentrated and ready for 
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bottling. It takes 40 gallons of sap to make a single gallon of syrup! 

For those with maple trees on their property, consider making your own. Taps, bags, and other equipment 
can be purchased inexpensively at local hardware stores. You first drill a hole in your tree, hammer in the 
tap, and then hang either a covered-bucket or a food-safe plastic bag. Every day you’ll need to empty the bag 
into a collection container for cold storage until you have enough to process. Sap can then be boiled on the 
stove in a shallow pan. 

For more information on maple syrup, check the following webpage from Cornell University: https://
blogs.cornell.edu/cornellmaple/aboutmaplesyrup/   
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